Looking for something new to read or watch? Check out some of our staff's favorite seasonal books & movies for inspiration!

**TINA**
- *The Gift of the Magi* by O. Henry

**DANIELLE**
- *The 12 Days of Christmas* by Greg Pizzoli

**BRAD**
- *A Christmas Carol* by Charles Dickens

**ERIC**
- *The Mitten* by Jan Brett

**MARY**
- *Misery* by Stephen King

**REBECCA**
- *The Little Book of Hygge* by Meik Wiking

**CHRISTINE**
- *A Christmas Memory* by Truman Capote

**NICOLE**
- *Santa Mouse* by Michael Brown

**ERIN**
- *The Holiday* directed by Nancy Myers

**LAURIE**
- *Flour* by Joanne Chang

**SARA**
- *Little Women* directed by Gillian Armstrong

**LISA**
- *Love Actually* directed by Richard Curtis